
 

 

 

 

 

LLANDAFF ROWING CLUB ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

3rd October 2018 

 

Minutes & Actions Who 

Apologies  

Ian Hall, Richard Summers, Ed Bowman  

In memoriam  

None  

2017 AGM minutes  

Trevor Wing explained that the 2017 were not available as they had been on the 
previous secretary’s computer which crashed and the file was not recoverable 

 

Gary Brace (GB) - disappointed about lack of the previous minutes as a number of 
important votes had been taken at the meeting.  He also pointed out that the 
version of the constitution on the web site was from 2016 and that the latest 
version should be posted. 
 
Action – new GMC to post latest version of the constitution on the web site 

 
 
 
 
 
New GMC 

Chairman’s Report  

Report posted on the web site prior to the AGM  

No questions were raised regarding the chairman’s report  

Captain’s Report  

Laura Starrs (LS) reported that: 
 

• Good result at pairs head where John & Rob Davies won a penant 

• Also very good results by the ladies Snr 4 at the 4s head and other events. 

• There is currently active masters and junior sections of the club but a 
serious lack of senior men 

• Masters attended both master champs and European masters in Munich. 

• The club was represented at women’s Henley by 3 x junior 2x and the snr 
womens 4+ 

• L2R and Splash & Dash events went well 

• The regatta was successful and LS thanked all those who volunteered to 
help make it a success. 

 

Emily Brace expressed concern that the club is losing athletes because of lack of 
coaching. LS said no funding available for professional coaching. TW – money may 
be available for part time coaching but needs input from Welsh Rowing to fund 
other part of coach’s time.  GB asked if we can team up with Cardiff City for 
coaching. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Action – new GMC to seek new avenues for coaching within the limited budget that 
the club has. 

New GMC 

Treasurer’s Report  

Roy Nicholls (RN) explained that there had be no proper handover of the accounts 
from the previous committee and as a result has had to start from scratch.  As a 
result the provisional accounts had not been available on the web site until just 
before the AGM because the accountants needed more time to go through them. 

 

RN advised that: 

• There had been a loss in the last trading year of about £5k 

• Costs in 2017/18 included invoices for coaching of around £6k from 
2016/17 which the GMC had not been made aware of until late in the year 

• There had been a VAT bill of around £5k because we had not been able to 
substantiate the accounts due to lack of paperwork. 

• The bar provided a profit of around £20k but this is heavily reliant on 
functions and continues to be underused by members. 

• Water & council rates, waste and electricity bills have all risen substantially. 

• The main regatta made a profit, as did the splash and dash 

• Potential VAT liability of £10k dating back to 2012 relating to boat purchase.  
Need to wait until 7 years (i.e. to 2019) has passed before this can be 
written off. 

 

Parents association raised enough money to be able to purchase a new 4x  

Kent Matthews suggested getting formal monthly accounts using professional help 
to do so as this used to make the process clearer during and at the end of the year.  

 

Sian R asked if there is a refund policy in place for races that get cancelled.  RN 
suggested speaking to Suzie Erith who manages all the entries. 

 

Ruth Hambley asked if there will there be a process for on-line payments for regatta 
entries as cheques are slowly disappearing. New GMC to look at this. 
 
Action – new GMC to find a way to enable on line payments for regatta entries. 

 
 
 
New GMC 

The meeting thanked RN for stepping in as Treasurer and all the hard work done to 
get the accounts back on track. 

 

Membership fee increase  

RN presented a case for increasing membership fees as these have remained static 
for the last three years, despite costs going up.  The aim would be to cover the costs 
of running the club facilities through the membership fees thus freeing up more 
money for coaching and equipment. 

 

GB asked that the new GMC check the membership fee threshold with Cardiff 
Council before we have to pay additional rates.  This was put to a motion and the 
motion was carried. 
 
Action – check threshold with Cardiff Council prior to increasing membership fees. 

 
 
 
 
New GMC 

Andy Jansens – proposed that fees go up to the proposed new levels and that an 
additional £40 goes on to the members’ bar cards. 

 

Elections to GMC  

GB stated that it is a disappointing position to have so few candidates.  Need to 
understand how to get more people to volunteer, particularly younger members. 

 

Four members only were elected to the committee: 
 

• Chair – Trevor Wing 

• Captain – Laura Starrs 

 



• Secretary – Nick Bowman 

• Membership Secretary – Christine Hughes 

AOB  

Council bereavement services – TW explained that this is in relation to the Sikh and 
Hindu Society request to the council for somewhere to scatter ashes, there is an 
opportunity to receive some funding to replace the landing stage.  Current estimates 
of the cost range from £35k to £70k.  So far the council have offered £15k towards 
the work but discussions are ongoing to see if additional funds can be made 
available. 

 

Repairs to weir – TW explained that the weir has been in danger of collapsing, hence 
the work.  Concrete is being pumped in to stop water undermining the weir.  
Kaymac will donate some materials to help shore up the bank and will replace the 
lawn.  Work will continue for some months. 

 

The club is applying to the Community Chest (schools council) for £1500, which, if 
successful, would matched by the Watermen which would allow the purchase of 3 
singles. 

 

 


